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CHAPTER 6

RHETOGRAPHY
A NEW WAY OF SEEING THE FAMILIAR TEXT

Vernon K. Robbins

Vernon Robbins takes us on a journey from Kennedy’s observations about radical Christian rhetoric in the New Testament to Robbins’ own socio-rhetorical interpretation. That journey begins in the courthouse, political assembly, and civic ceremonies with their judicial, deliberative, and epideictic rhetoric, respectively. It leads us to the new locations of early Christian discourse: the imperial court, the kingdom of God on earth, the imperial household, the body, the family household, and the sacrificial temple. These are the locations of apocalyptic, prophetic, preenarration, miracle, wisdom, and priestly rhetoric, respectively. Robbins opens up new vistas that make for a rewarding journey.

The process of writing this essay has reminded me that “There is nothing new under the sun.” It also has renewed my conviction that all things humans perceive to be new are reconfigurations of that which is old and commonplace. The topic of this essay is rhetography, a term of importance for scholars investigating the “Rhetoric of Religious Antiquity.” Rhetography refers to the graphic images people create in their minds as a result of the visual texture of a text. Rhetography communicates a context of meaning to a hearer or reader. A speaker or writer composes, intentionally or unintentionally, a context of communication through statements or signs that conjure visual images in the mind which, in turn, evoke “familiar” contexts that provide meaning for a hearer or reader.

The term rhetography emerges from blending both the linguistic and the pictorial turns that are occurring at the beginning of the twenty-first century. The term has an important relation to the ancient pro-gymnastic rhetorical exercise of ekphrasis in ancient Greek literature, which is “descriptive language, bringing what is shown clearly before the eyes.” It has a direct relation to Erwin Panofsky’s “Iconography
and Iconology” and his dialogue with Karl Mannheim on interpretation. In addition, Roland Barthes’ “The Imagination of the Sign” and “Literature and Signification” are important for understanding this essay. W. J. T. Mitchell’s Picture Theory, appearing in 1994, was a landmark moment in the discussion, and the three chapters in the section entitled “Textual Pictures” have a special relation to this essay. In this broader context, this chapter emerges at the interface of “icon” and “logos,” namely in a discussion of the interactive relation of rhetography (pictorial narration) and rhetoric (argumentative narration) in discourse. In the study of religion, this essay is especially informed by Harvey Whitehouse’s work on arguments and icons, the work of Robert N. McCauley and E. Thomas Lawson on “bringing ritual to mind,” and Laurie L. Patton’s work on the history of images in the religious literature of early India that people used for the attainment of mental and verbal ability.

The importance of rhetography in rhetorical analysis has emerged as a result of extended socio-rhetorical analysis of classical rhetoric and its function in interpretation of texts. Classical rhetoric developed its rhetorical system by picturing the rhetorical dynamics in three locations in the city-state: courtroom (judicial or forensic); political assembly (deliberative or syllogeutic [advisory]), and civil ceremony (epideictic or demonstrative). Classical rhetoric understands the purposes, goals, and procedures of each kind of rhetoric by picturing in the mind the speaker (ethos), speech (logos), and audience (pathos) in these three different locations.

Traditional interpretation influenced by classical rhetoric has placed primary emphasis on speech (logos) in texts. From the perspective of socio-rhetorical interpretation, this approach has given primary attention to rhetoric at the expense of rhetography in literature. In New Testament studies, the emphasis on “rhetology” has produced extensive investigation of the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew; substantive analysis of the speeches of Stephen, Peter, and Paul in the Acts of the Apostles; and many other insightful studies of other portions of narrative and speech in the gospels and Acts. It also has focused on epistles as speeches or conversations. The absence of attention to “rhetography” has left a gap in rhetorical interpretation, namely a widespread consensus that it is not possible to formulate a systematic rhetorical approach to narrative portions of the gospels and Acts, apocalyptic portions of early Christian literature, and other aspects of early Christian rhetoric in which rhetography plays a major role in the rhetoric. In private conversations with some well-known New Testament scholars, I have been informed that: (1) the Revelation to John contains no rhetorical argumentation, (2) classical rhetoric never analyzed stories, and (3) it is not possible to perform rhetorical analysis of all the writings in the New Testament. A major reason for these assertions by otherwise well-informed people has been a rhetorical focus on the rhetoric of texts, which is a natural heritage from classical rhetorical interpretation, rather than a focus on the blending of rhetology and rhetography in texts.

A doorway into rhetography in texts, and subsequently into analysis and interpretation of the rhetoric of rhetography in texts, begins to open when one focuses on the speakers, who evoke ethos, and the audiences, who respond with pathos, in classical rhetoric. In the context of composing or analyzing a speech (logos), a speaker/writer or interpreter is asked to envision attributes of the speakers and characteristics of the audiences where a speech occurs. This “envisioning” introduces dynamics of rhetography into classical rhetoric. Cognitive picturing of the context for the speaker and the audience guides writers, speakers, and interpreters in understanding the meaning of the communication. Classical rhetoricians distinguished three major types of rhetoric by differentiating between the role of (1) prosecutors and defenders in the context of judges and juries; (2) political leaders in the context of a political assembly; and (3) a civil orator in the context of a funeral, the dedication of a harbor or ship, the founding of a city, or the like. By picturing three different kinds of speakers and audiences, classical rhetoricians described three different kinds of rhetoric. As the tradition of classical rhetoric has unfolded throughout subsequent centuries, rhetorical interpreters have decontextualized judicial, deliberative, and epideictic rhetoric from the classical city-state; namely, they have placed the rhetography of the three modes of rhetoric so far in the background as to effectively remove it. The result has been the development of more and more abstract forms of rhetorical interpretation in the tradition of classical rhetoric that focus attention so completely on the “rhetology” of the discourse that it ignores substantive sequences and movements in the “rhetography” of the discourse.

The focus in the present essay is on the work of George A. Kennedy, because he observed a blending of what he called “worldly”
rhetoric in New Testament texts, which from our perspective is guided by a focus on the rhetology of New Testament texts, and what he called "radical" rhetoric, which our investigation has found to be rhetoric in which the rhetography of New Testament discourse presupposes contexts in God's created and uncreated world rather than contexts in the classical city-state. The approach in the present essay is to show how "radical" rhetography in the midst of texts Kennedy analyzes from the perspective of "worldly" rhetology creates rhetorical modes of discourse that require terminology beyond deliberative, judicial, and epideictic. Our argument is that Kennedy's systematic rhetorical analysis of New Testament texts produces data supporting the socio-rhetorical view that first-century Christians produced at least six rhetorical modes of discourse that blend worldly and radical rhetoric: prophetic, apocalyptic, miracle, wisdom, precreation, and priestly. Our goal is to show that Kennedy's work should not be taken as a final statement about the nature of New Testament rhetoric in relation to classical rhetoric but as an investigation that exhibits blends of worldly and radical rhetorics that New Testament rhetoricians need to analyze and interpret carefully and systematically within a conceptual framework that moves beyond the categories of deliberative, judicial, and epideictic rhetoric.

EARLY CHRISTIAN DISCOURSE AS A BLEND OF RADICAL AND WORLDLY RHETORIC

The present essay demonstrates how current socio-rhetorical interpretation is building on Kennedy's investigation during the 1980s of rhetoric in the New Testament. Of special importance for socio-rhetorical interpretation is Kennedy's conclusion that early Christian discourse contains a mixture of worldly and radical rhetoric. In his words:

A striking result of the present study is recognition of the extent to which forms of logical argument are used in the New Testament. Though sacred language stands behind this, inherent in many of the utterances of Jesus, and though a tradition of radical, nonlogical discourse survived in the Church and still exists in modern existentialism and fundamentalism, even in the first century a process was underway of recasting expressions in enthymematic form, thus making sacred language into premises which are supported, at least in a formal sense, by human reasoning. The workings of the human mind significantly changed in the centuries preceding the Christian era because of the conceptualization of thought in Greece and the spread of Greek culture throughout the East. The New Testament lies not only at the cusp of Judaism and Hellenism, but at a cusp in Jewish and Hellenic culture where thought in myths confronts thought in logical forms. Some modern philosophers, or antiphilosophers, regard logical analysis and exegesis as a negative factor in civilization which has vitiated human efforts to comprehend reality. But "those things which can be learned from men should be learned without pride," Augustine argues in the Prologue to On Christian Doctrine. "The condition of man would be lowered if God had not wished to have men supply his word to men." It is rhetoric that supplies word to men, as Augustine well knew, and it is conceptualized rhetoric that describes that process.15

Kennedy observes that New Testament writings contain a mixture of worldly rhetoric (rational argumentation) and radical rhetoric (sacred rhetoric of authority). In his investigation of New Testament literature, he defines worldly rhetoric as "an understanding of the forms of logical argument and refutation, . . . deliberate arrangement of material, and . . . careful choice and composition of words." A16 beginning point for Kennedy was an assertion that most New Testament writings contain enthymemes, which are "forms of logical argument, but the validity of their arguments is entirely dependent on their assumptions, which cannot be logically and objectively proved."17

Accepting Kennedy's focus on enthymemes as important for understanding the rhetorical nature of New Testament discourse, I introduced the word rhetorloct (emphasis on the antepenult) in 1994 to describe multiple enthymematic kinds of reasoning in first-century Christian discourse.18 The essay describes a rhetorloct as "a form of language variety or discourse identifiable on the basis of a distinctive configuration of themes, topics, reasonings, and argumentations."19 The presupposition underlying the definition was twofold: (1) early Christians spoke in ways that were significantly "understandable" among Greek-speaking people in the Mediterranean world; and (2) even though their discourse was in many ways understandable, it was highly unusual, in the manner in which a dialect is unusual. The essay displays enthymematic reasoning in the form of a thesis followed by a rationale and sometimes a summarizing conclusion for six rhetorlocts: wisdom, miracle, apocalyptic, opposition, death-resurrection, and cosmic.20 The implication of the essay, from the perspective of Kennedy's analysis, was that early Christian rhetoric contained at least six modes
of rhetoric that used “worldly” reasoning in their argumentation, not simply three: deliberative, judicial, and epideictic.

An essay for the Lund Rhetoric Conference in 2000 entitled “Argumentative Texts in Socio-Rhetorical Argumentation”21 provided an opportunity to analyze larger portions of New Testament literature to show how each of the six early Christian rhetorics produced entymematic rhetorical elaborations.22 This was an exercise in moving beyond exploration of enthymemes in the six rhetorics into the “deliberate arrangement of material” in the “worldly” rhetoric in the rhetorics.23 The analysis was not limited to speeches and letters in the New Testament, but it focused on the twenty-seven books in the New Testament in their broader context. Then, in research on the Coptic Gospel of Thomas after 2000, I became aware that pictorial narration was essential to early Christian rhetoric and therefore central to enthymematic argumentation.24 Analysis of pictorial narration, namely the rhetography of each rhetoric, gradually led to a delineation of the social-cultural-ideological location that gave each first-century Christian rhetoric its contextual meaning in Mediterranean antiquity. After the “worldly” rhetorical nature of each of the six major early Christian rhetorics had come into view, a careful review of Kennedy’s rhetorical investigation of New Testament literature called attention to the distinctive blending of “radical” rhetoric with “worldly” rhetoric in each of the rhetorics. This meant that the challenge must be to develop a “conceptualized rhetoric”25 that reflects the manner in which “thought in myth” (radical rhetoric) confronts “thought in logical forms” (worldly rhetoric) in early Christian discourse. The result was an awareness that what Kennedy called radical rhetoric emerged from the rhetography of early Christian discourse in the context of the rhetology of the discourse, which Kennedy called “worldly rhetoric.”

GEORGE KENNEDY’S CONCLUSIONS AND RHETOGRAPHY IN EARLY CHRISTIAN DISCOURSE

Kennedy’s definition of “radical rhetoric” as “a form of ‘sacred language’ characterized by assertion and absolute claims of authoritative truth without evidence or logical argument”26 provided a beginning point for socio-rhetorical exploration of the contexts of meaning in early Christian discourse that Kennedy himself did not explore. These contexts, available to us through the rhetography of the discourse, provide the cultural frames for understanding and negotiating the meanings in early Christian argumentation. In other words, every form of Christian rhetoric contains a structural dimension, namely a sacred rhetoric of authority, but every form also contains a worldly dimension, namely a kind of rational argumentation. These blends of worldly and radical rhetoric result from the multiple contexts of meaning in God’s created and uncreated world that early Christians embedded in the rhetography of their discourse, instead of the primary contexts of meaning in the classical city-state that first-century Hellenistic-Roman rhetoricians embedded in the rhetography of their discourse.

To view the emergence of six major early Christian rhetorics from the perspective of classical rhetoric, it is helpful to begin with the rhetography in the three classical forms of rhetoric as Kennedy analyzed them in New Testament texts: deliberative, judicial, and epideictic rhetoric. Kennedy’s analysis reveals that early Christian discourse blended deliberative rhetoric from the political assembly in the city-state with assemblies in which prophets confronted leaders and participants in the kingdom of God on earth (prophetic rhetoric). Also, it blended judicial rhetoric from the courtroom in the city-state with a future imperial apocalyptic court over which either God in heaven or the Son of Man on earth would preside (apocalyptic rhetoric). In addition, it blended epideictic rhetoric from civil ceremonies in the city-state with public events featuring miraculous renewal of human bodies (miracle rhetoric).

It is important to recognize that the “radical” rhetorics of first-century Christianity blended the “worldly” rhetorics of the first-century Mediterranean world into their rhetorics rather than simply developing new forms of rhetoric. The process produced not only prophetic, apocalyptic, and miracle discourse through the use of rhetorics of reasoning and argumentation associated with the contexts of earthly kingdom, imperial court, and body, but also the family household (wisdom rhetoric), imperial household (precreation rhetoric), and sacrificial temple (priestly rhetoric). Then by the fourth century, when Christian leaders began to enjoy alliances with Roman emperors, they used the context of the imperially sanctioned city council to produce creedal (doctrinal) rhetoric.

The thesis underlying this essay, then, is that first-century Christians created at least six forms of radicalized worldly rhetoric—apocalyptic,
prophetic, miracle, wisdom, precreation, and priestly—and by the fourth century they successfully launched creedal rhetoric, which became an even more distinctive form of radicalized worldly rhetoric in Western culture. This thesis is so large that it will take a generation of scholarship to work out its implications. The present essay is a midpoint of exploration and refinement of the thesis through deeper engagement with Kennedy’s rhetorical analysis of New Testament writings. Since the socio-rhetorical thesis was launched in its initial form in 1996, partially modified and more fully developed in 2000, and is undergoing fuller explication at present, this essay is not designed to persuade the reader of the underlying thesis. Rather, in the midst of an ongoing process of socio-rhetorical testing and refinement of the thesis, the present essay explores the relation of the six first-century “rhetoroletic” forms of Christian discourse to Kennedy’s investigation of “mixtures” of worldly rhetoric and radical rhetoric in the New Testament.

PROPHETIC DISCOURSE AND THE RHETOGRAPHY OF GOD’S EARTHLY KINGDOM

In Kennedy’s chapter on deliberative rhetoric, he analyzes the Sermon on the Mount, Sermon on the Plain, and some additional sayings of Jesus that exhibit deliberative rhetoric. Then in a later context he analyzes 1 Thessalonians and Galatians as instances of deliberative rhetoric. Kennedy’s analysis is, as one would expect, deeply informed by his knowledge of classical rhetoric and highly instructive for New Testament interpreters. It will only be possible briefly to discuss aspects of his interpretation of Matthew’s Sermon on the Mount in this essay.

It is noticeable in Kennedy’s discussion of the Sermon on the Mount that he never mentions the reconfiguration of the rhetography of the speaker, speech, and audience in these texts from a political assembly, such as one found in the city-state, to an assembly where people are being informed about the earthly kingdom of God. Instead of reference to benefit for a particular city-state, Kennedy refers to “self-interest and the expedient” as an abstract “focus of argument in deliberative rhetoric.” There are eight references to the kingdom of heaven in the Sermon on the Mount and four references to prophets. Kennedy observes that “radical” rhetoric comes into play in the logic of the verses that refer to the kingdom, but he does not correlate the reconfiguration of the context in the rhetography of the discourse with the “radical” reasoning in the rhetoric. In his excellent analysis of the Beatitudes as enthymes, he observes that the value of the minor premises (“The poor in spirit will obtain the kingdom of heaven,” and so forth) to Jesus’ audience “is dependent on all three factors in the speech situation: speaker, speech, and audience. Jesus speaks with external authority, based on the miracles he has performed, strengthened by his general reputation, his role as rabbi and perhaps Messiah, and the support of his disciples.”

Most of all, perhaps, it is noticeable that Kennedy does not mention the prophetic nature of Jesus’ speech in the context of the multiple references to prophets in the Sermon on the Mount. The context of Jesus’ speech is not that of a leader in a city-state appealing to his fellow citizens to act in an expedient manner. Rather, the rhetography of the discourse shows that Jesus functions with the external authority of a prophet who knows the inner nature and responsibilities of living in God’s kingdom on earth. In other words, the rhetorical context of the speaker, speech, and audience evokes the dynamics of the conventional call and activities of a prophet in the context of an earthly kingdom over which God rules. In an unexpected context, God confronts a person, calls the person to a prophetic task, and provides the person with a “word of God” that must be pronounced before the king, groups of official leaders, and assemblies of the people in the kingdom. Kennedy actually shows an awareness of this in this assertion toward the end of his analysis: “Few orators could have delivered the sermon successfully, but the warnings of the Hebrew prophets did constitute some precedent for Jesus, and his teaching therefore did not fall into a genre with which his audience was entirely unfamiliar.” Yet Kennedy does not correlate his observations about the mixture of worldly and radical rhetoric in the Sermon on the Mount with a reconfiguration in the rhetography of the discourse from a leader in a political assembly in a city-state to a prophetic speaker engaged in deliberative rhetoric with people who are already blessed in God’s kingdom on earth and aspire to inherit the kingdom of heaven. An explication of the nature of the blending of “worldly” deliberative rhetoric and “radical” prophetic rhetoric in the Sermon on the Mount remains for socio-rhetorical interpreters to achieve.

The rhetography of prophetic rhetoric evokes a picture of God calling and sending a prophet to perform a specific set of tasks associated
with a kingdom over which God rules both on earth and in heaven. Biblical prophetic discourse evokes the context of a kingdom of God with specific boundaries on earth. God chose a special region of land, arranged for anointed kings to rule over it, and called prophets to confront the leaders and the people when they were not living according to God's covenantal guidelines. In early Christian speech and writing, the regional boundaries of God's kingdom expand beyond the land of Israel to an area that spans from Rome (Acts 28:16) to Ethiopia (Acts 8:27-39), with a plan of expanding from Rome to Spain (Rom 15:24, 28). In this context, early Christian prophetic rhetoric reconfigures God's promise of land to God's promise of "an inheritance" (κληρονομος). The power of early Christian prophetic argumentation resides as fully in the authoritative picture it evokes of God's calling of the speaker as it does in the deliberative reasons, rationales, analogies, precedents, and arguments from contraries and opposites in the discourse itself.

APOCALYPTIC DISCOURSE AND THE RHETOGRAPHY OF IMPERIAL DIVINE COURTROOM

Kennedy's discussion of judicial rhetoric in 2 Corinthians illustrates work that needs yet to be done to blend "worldly" judicial rhetoric with the "radical" imperial courtroom rhetoric of apocalyptic in the New Testament. Kennedy considers 2 Corinthians to provide "the most extended piece of judicial rhetoric in the New Testament." Again, his analysis is excellent and very important for New Testament interpreters. There is, however, once again an absence of interpretation of the rhetography in the discourse that exhibits the "radical" reconfiguration of its context of argumentation. In short, Paul makes clear that his defense is before the imperial courtroom of God rather than before a courtroom of humans, but Kennedy does not discuss this aspect of the rhetoric. As a result, Kennedy only partially exhibits to the reader the blend of radical and worldly rhetoric in 2 Corinthians.

Kennedy skillfully observes that 2 Corinthians 1:3-8 is a proem that introduces a narration in 1:8–2:13. Then, after the narration, there is a proposition followed by a partition in 2:14-17 containing three headings that will provide the proof: (1) as men of sincerity; (2) as commissioned by God, and (3) in the sight of God we speak in Christ. In the analysis and interpretation that follows, Kennedy adroitly interprets the headings "as men of sincerity" and "as commissioned by God." When interpreting the third heading, however, he drops the "in sight of God," interpreting only "we speak in Christ." This results in an omission of the "radical" role of first-century Christian imperial apocalyptic rhetorict that is blended into the "worldly" judicial rhetoric in 2 Corinthians.

Kennedy's omission begins with no mention of Paul's assertion in the narration that the Corinthians will be able to be proud of Paul and his companions, and they will be able to be proud of them "on the day of the Lord Jesus" (1:14). Paul's addition of reference to the apocalyptic day of the Lord Jesus in the rhetography of the discourse already reconfigures the judicial context from a courtroom in the city-state to an imperial heavenly courtroom on the day of judgment. This external appeal introduces a radical dimension, which Kennedy does not discuss, into the worldly judicial rhetoric. After Paul's reference to the day of the Lord Jesus, he continues the topic of the day of judgment: first through the phrase "in the presence of Christ" in 2:10, and then through the phrase "in the sight of God" in the partition in 2:17. Paul's defense of himself in 2 Corinthians, then, is before the imperial courtroom of Christ and God, not really before the Corinthians as judge and jury in a particular city on earth.

As Kennedy's excellent discussion of the sections on "as men of sincerity" and "as commissioned by God" in 2 Corinthians 3:4-5:10 unfolds, he fails to observe that Paul concludes the section with an explicit and detailed reference to the imperial divine courtroom of apocalyptic rhetoric: "For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each one may receive good or evil, according to what he has done in the body" (5:10 RSV). Kennedy's failure to notice this leads to an interpretation of the worldly rhetoric in the last section without including the radical apocalyptic rhetography of the imperial divine courtroom as Paul starts the elaboration of the third heading: "Therefore, knowing the fear of the Lord, we persuade men; but what we are is known to God, and I hope it is known also to your conscience" (5:11). Here the fear of the Lord, known to God, concerns God and the Lord Jesus as judges of guilt or innocence on the Day of the Lord. Kennedy's failure to observe this causes him to drop the phrase "in the sight of God" in the final heading, referring to it only as "we speak in Christ" as he begins an interpretation of the final section. This leads, in turn, to Kennedy's omission of Paul's
reference to "the sight of God" in Paul's recapitulation of his defense in 7:12 and to Paul's summary of the context of his defense in 12:19. When Paul summarizes the judicial context for his defense, the radical rhetography of the discourse is explicitly clear: "Have you been thinking along that we have been defending ourselves before you? It is in the sight of God that we have been speaking in Christ, and all for your upbuilding, beloved" (12:19). Here the blending of Paul's "worldly" judicial defense with the rhetography of Paul's "radical" imperial apocalyptic context of interpretation is fully evident. In the context of Kennedy's skillful explication of the worldly judicial rhetoric in Paul's argumentation, then, there is an absence of a full explanation of the blending of the radical judicial rhetoric in the rhetography that moves the contextual picture beyond a courtroom in a city-state to the imperial divine courtroom of apocalyptic rhetoric. Once again, the stage for interpretation of the blending of worldly and radical in judicial rhetoric in early Christian discourse has been skillfully set by Kennedy, but careful analysis and interpretation awaits the tools and strategies of the socio-rhetorical interpreter who works carefully with the rhetography of the discourse.

MIRACLE DISCOURSE AND THE RHETOGRAPHY OF BODY

When Kennedy discusses epideictic rhetoric in chapter 3, he refers to various New Testament texts but analyzes and interprets only the "topical" configuration of John 13-17.41 While this is an informative discussion in the context of the expansion of epideictic rhetoric by the time of Menander Rhetor in 300 C.E., it bypasses the "praise" orientation that lies at the basis of epideictic rhetoric. As Kennedy himself observes, the initial focus of epideictic rhetoric was on praise in panegyrics and funeral orations.42 One of the most central epideictic features of first-century Christian epideictic rhetoric is its miracle discourse. Kennedy discusses at a number of points the "radical" nature of miraculous healing in the New Testament, but nowhere does he pursue the epideictic nature of this rhetoric. This aspect of Kennedy's analysis and interpretation will require some of the most serious socio-rhetorical reformulations of the function of first-century Christian epideictic rhetoric in the future.43 Various places in Kennedy's book, however, represent an important inroad into the epideictic nature of miracle discourse in the New Testament. For example, Kennedy identifies the importance of miracle discourse in the Gospel of Mark as he talks about the "radicality" of its rhetoric:

"Immediately" is one of Mark's favorite words and gives a forward movement to his account. The truth is immediately and intuitively apprehended because it is true. Some see it, others do not, but there is no point in trying to persuade the latter. This is the most radical form of Christian rhetoric. When Jesus performs his first miracle, the witnesses are "amazed" (1:27); they recognize truth but do not comprehend it rationally. The miracle is a sign of authority, as the crowd at once admits.44

To understand how miracle discourse functions as radical epideictic rhetoric in Mark, one needs to analyze how the narration depicts Jesus repeatedly performing miracles in Mark 1-10 in a manner that brings forth praise from public audiences. As Aristotle says in *Arts Rhetorica* 1.9.32: "Since praise is based on actions and to act in accordance with deliberate purpose is characteristic of a worthy person, one should try to show him acting in accordance with deliberate purpose. It is useful for him to be seen to have so acted often."45 While miraculous healing of the body regularly leads to sanctuaries of healing in the Mediterranean world, in early Christian discourse it presupposes interaction between Jesus' body and the malfunctioning body of an ill, diseased, or otherwise afflicted person that evokes praise and amazement in public contexts. In other words, in early Christian discourse a major context for understanding the function of praise emerges from miraculous recoveries of illness, ailment, or death in the body itself. The geophysical context for early Christian miracle discourse is the body itself in relation to the body of the healer. An excellent example is the healing story just after the verse to which Kennedy refers:

Now Simon's mother-in-law was in bed with a fever, and they told him about her at once. He came and took her by the hand and lifted her up. Then the fever left her, and she began to serve them. (Mark 1:30-31)

With this act, Jesus' deeds of healing begin to become commonplace in Markan characterization of Jesus. At sunset, Jesus heals all kinds of ill people, with "the whole city gathered around the door" (1:33). Then Jesus heals a leper, a paralyzed man, and a man with a withered
hand in the ensuing narration, leading to a summary of Jesus’ heal-

ings and exorcisms, which cause the unclean spirits to shout out, “You are the Son of God” (3:11). This is first-century Christian epideictic miracle narration, so central to early Christian discourse that it occurs repetitively in all the New Testament gospels and Acts.

Once Kennedy has observed the radical function of miracle rheto-
ric in the Gospel of Mark, he does not show the reader how to analyze it as early Christian epideictic rhetoric. The important thing is the

presence of Jesus’ body in relation to the body of those who are ill. In

early Christian discourse, the hand of the healer is often central, but

it need not be. The essential context for the discourse is a relationship between the body of the healer and the body of the person who is ill or otherwise afflicted. The healing can occur in a house, alongside a

road, by the sea, on a mountain, or anywhere. Early Christian epideictic miracle rhetoric regularly occurs in the form of a story that features an extraordinary transformation of a malfunctioning person into a

healthy and well-ordered social being or in a summary of Jesus’ heal-

ing of a large number of people. This is radical rhetoric containing epideictic dimensions, which is well understood through the actions of

Elijah and Elisha in biblical tradition and through the healings of

Asklepios in Mediterranean tradition.46 First-century Christians gave it a prominent place in their epideictic discourse. Since its rhetor-

ogy, rather than its rhetology, is so central to its epideictic rhetorical

function, it remains for socio-rhetorical interpreters to show the blends of worldly and radical rhetoric that make it a prominent aspect of early Christian discourse in the Mediterranean world.

WISE DISCOURSE AND THE RHETOGRAPHY

OF FAMILY HOUSEHOLD

Kennedy observes argumentation that evokes radical worldly wisdom
discourse. Early Christian wisdom rhetoric naturally unfolds accord-
ing to patterns and principles Kennedy assigns to rationally oriented,

worldly rhetoric in his study of New Testament literature. The rhetor-

ography in this rhetoric blends the household and its members with God’s created world and the vegetative productivity in it. As a result, virtually everything in a household and in God’s created world func-
tion by analogy in relation to one another. God the Father of the cre-

ated world is like the father in a household, and people in the world

are children of God, like the little people in a household are children

of the parents. In addition, people may be like animals (sheep, wolves,
doves, serpents) or like trees that bear good or bad fruit. This is a pri-

mary form of deliberative rhetoric in early Christian discourse. Never-
theless, much of this, as Kennedy says, is radical rhetoric.

In the context of the strategies of worldly rhetoric, as Kennedy calls it, careful investigation of early Christian wisdom discourse reveals that imagery of the family household lies at the base. The ideal teacher

is a father figure who teaches his children how to live, because he cares

for them. This imagery blends with a concept of God as Father over

the created world, making it into a household where God provides

food, shelter, and clothing for all who live in it, like a father provides

for the needs of his family. In early Christian discourse, the function

of God as father finds its beginnings in God’s creation of the universe

and provision of light as a means for productivity in it. In this concep-
tuval domain, the light of God is God’s wisdom, which guides people to


is a very interesting passage in this regard, evoking many aspects of the

picturing central to early Christian wisdom discourse:

No one after lighting a lamp puts it in a cellar, but on the lampstand
so that those who enter may see the light. Your eye is the lamp of your
body. If your eye is healthy, your whole body is full of light; but if it is
not healthy, your body is full of darkness. Therefore consider whether the
light in you is not darkness. If then your whole body is full of light, with
no part of it in darkness, it will be as full of light as when a lamp gives
you light with its rays.

This wisdom discourse evokes the context of a family household. The

imagery of the lighting of a lamp and the placing of the lamp in

the household brings to mind the location where parents teach

their children wisdom in the context of caring for their bodies from

early childhood. The goal is to bring the light of God’s wisdom into

their bodies, so they may function like the good, productive world

God created at the beginning of time. This is didactic, rather than

political, deliberative rhetoric. The eye is the special vehicle for the

knowledge that will lead the hearer or reader to the right decision

and action. Learning to see in the visible world the light of God’s

goodness and learning allows the eye to shine this light into the body
and create a person who is able to produce goodness and righteousness in the world. This is radical wisdom discourse that functions internally in most of the "worldly" rhetoric in the New Testament. A basic challenge for socio-rhetorical interpreters is to identify, analyze, and describe how this "radical" worldly rhetoric pervades most of early Christian discourse and exhibits inner reasonings of wisdom that make it immediately accessible to the understanding of the hearers and readers.

**PRECREATION DISCOURSE AND THE RHETOGRAPHY OF IMPERIAL HOUSEHOLD**

Kennedy makes statements that lead an interpreter to the nature of precreation rhetoric in early Christian discourse:

John's gospel is radical Christian rhetoric in its demand for immediate and direct response to the truth, but John makes far more demands than Mark on his readers in approaching the truth they are to perceive. He uses the forms of logical argument not so much as proof, as does Matthew, but as ways of turning and reiterating the topics which are at the core of his message.

Kennedy's insights lead a person to precreation rhetoric, a kind of radical epideictic rhetoric that presupposes that Jesus' knowledge is in Jesus as a result of the intimate relation he, as the only begotten Son of God, has had with God since before creation. The experiential base of this was knowledge about the imperial household, which for most early Christians was far away and never seen by them. Blending the imperial household with the household of God, the Gospel of John evokes an imperial primordial household outside of time and space with an intimate relation between the imperial father and his son. The father sends his son out into his empire to distribute the benefits of his eternal wealth to those who profess unconditional loyalty and friendship to the son. By this means, friendship with the son enacts a relationship with the father that yields benefits from the realm of eternal peace, salvation, and life.

The Gospel of John, then, evokes the context of an imperial realm with a son of the emperor who goes throughout the empire to distribute primordial benefits that only an emperor can bestow. Everything Jesus does and says is primordial wisdom and action. God's creation of

the world only made God's wisdom partially visible to human beings. Jesus' action and speech present the unfathomable wisdom of God to humans in terms that are comprehensible only with truly exceptional insight into the nature of God. In this instance, then, the radical rhetoric evokes a picture of Jesus with God before the creation of the world. Jesus, as the only begotten Son who listened carefully to everything God the Father said to him, and who watched carefully everything his Father did, uses extraordinary images and arguments, regularly in the form of logical argument, to communicate the extraordinary knowledge available to him from God's primordial sphere. When God sends Jesus to earth to speak to people, Jesus uses unusual images and performs extraordinary signs among them. In early Christian discourse, this is epideictic precreation wisdom that gains plausibility for the hearer through blending with the scope of divine powers and benefits inherent in the emperor and his household.

**PRIESTLY DISCOURSE AND THE RHETOGRAPHY OF SACRIFICAL TEMPLE**

Kennedy leads us incidentally to a sixth major kind of radical rhetoric in early Christian discourse when he discusses "topics," topoi or loci, which are "the 'places' where [the speaker] looks for something to say about his subject." He presents the following example of "past fact leading to the topic of degree":

"While we were yet sinners Christ died for us. Since, therefore, we are now justified by his blood, much more shall we be saved by him from the wrath of God" (Rom 5:8-9). This type of a fortiori argument is commonly known as "the more and the less."

With this example, Kennedy incidentally introduces early Christian priestly rhetoric blended with apocalyptic rhetoric. The statement about being justified by Christ's blood when he died evokes epideictic priestly reasoning associated with a temple containing a sacrificial altar. Then the statement about being saved from the wrath of God evokes apocalyptic reasoning associated with the power of an emperor to destroy rebellious, "impure" people with legions of his imperial army. In this conceptual domain, the impurity of the people is regularly a result of an unwillingness to participate in ritual worship of the
emperor and the emissaries the emperor sends out to perform certain tasks in his empire.

The picturesque nature of early Christian priestly discourse reaches its fullest form in a passage from Hebrews:

But when Christ came as a high priest of the good things that have come, then through the greater and more perfect tent (not made with hands, that is, not of this creation), he entered once for all into the Holy Place, not with the blood of goats and calves, but with his own blood, thus obtaining eternal redemption. (9:11-12 NRSV)

This discourse evokes the context of a sacrificial temple and blends this context with the conceptual realm of God in the heavens. Jesus is the high priest in God's temple in the heavens who offers himself as the perfect sacrifice. This is radical reasoning, but it is reasoning based on Mediterranean understanding of the process and benefits of offerings on an altar in a temple designed for sacrificial ritual. The image of the context in the mind of the hearer enacts a conceptual domain in which the assertions can be understood as reasonable. The blend of radicality and reasonableness in it again is a rhetorical characteristic Kennedy identifies both appropriately and skillfully.

CONCLUSION

From the perspective of socio-rhetorical interpretation, Kennedy's approach to radical rhetoric is a key for understanding the nature of the rhetoric in the New Testament writings. Kennedy's approach does not move us fully into rhetorical analysis of early Christian rhetoric, however, because it brings a system of "rational rhetoric" to the New Testament writings and describes the "nonrational rhetorical" aspects of the New Testament in terms that are oppositional to "real rhetoric," which he calls "worldly rhetoric." In contrast to an approach that uses worldly rhetoric as a normative standard for real rhetoric, the goal of a rhetorical interpreter must be to use the insight that the New Testament writings blend rational and nonrational rhetoric, worldly and radical rhetoric, rhetology and rhetography, together. Careful analysis of the relation of the rhetography to the rhetology in the discourse can lead us to the multiple kinds of rhetoric in early Christian discourse.

Since 2002, the theories of critical spatiality and conceptual blending have provided a means to identify the inner nature and boundaries of each rhetorelect more clearly. A special result has been an awareness of the rhetography characteristic of each rhetorelect and the relation of that rhetography to its argumentative texture. In the present understanding of socio-rhetorical interpreters, now influenced by conceptual integration (blending) and critical spatiality theory, a rhetorelect is an idealized cognitive model. This means there are four aspects to a rhetorelect: (1) argumentative-enthematic patterning (rhetology), (2) image-descriptive patterning (rhetography), (3) metonymic mappings, and (4) metonymic mappings. The present essay has focused on the image-descriptive patterning, namely the rhetography, in six basic rhetorelects in early Christian discourse. Focusing on the rhetography leads us to rhetorelects as cultural frames that contain an argumentative texture that blends rhetography and rhetoric in a manner that evokes a conventional context of understanding for negotiating its reasonings and meanings. The argumentative texture of each rhetorelect is a result of the interaction of its particular rhetography with its particular rhetology. This means that an early Christian rhetorelect is a network of significations and meanings associated with social-cultural-ideological places and spaces familiar to people in a certain geophysical region. In terms that combine insights from Kennedy's analysis and from Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner's conceptual integration theory, a rhetorelect is a blending of radical and worldly rhetoric in a cultural frame that functions as an environment of emergent structure. Rhetography is an essential ingredient in a rhetorelect, since rhetography is the means by which people envision a speaker and audience as a context that gives meaning to its rhetoric.

An early Christian rhetorelect achieves its status as a cultural frame that functions as an environment of emergent structure by means of a blending of what Kennedy calls worldly and radical rhetoric. In other words, every rhetorelect is radical from the perspective of worldly rhetoric, yet every major type of radical rhetoric in early Christian discourse has actual or imitative worldly rhetoric in it. Identifying the central cultural rheturgy in a rhetorelect and correlating it with its particular cultural rhetology enables an interpreter to establish and interpret both the inner rhetorical workings and the boundaries of a particular rhetorelect. The reasoning in a rhetorelect emerges from social-cultural-ideological experiences in specific geophysical locations.
Therefore the rhetography provides the primary cultural clue to the logic of the discourse.

The rhetography in a rhetoreect—in other words, the pervasive pictorial narration in it—evokes the conventional context of meaning for the texture of its argumentation. Picturing a kingdom of God in which God calls, authorizes, informs, and commands prophets to confront the leaders and people in the kingdom to enact God’s principles of justice and righteousness in the region evokes the reasoning internal to early Christian deliberative prophetic rhetoreect. Picturing an empire with an emperor who rules through an imperial court evokes judicial reasoning about divine action that judges and destroys evil to create contexts of peace and salvation internal to early Christian apocalyptic rhetoreect. Picturing a malfunctioning body miraculously healed through the presence of the body of a healer evokes epideictic reasoning internal to early Christian miracle rhetoreect. Picturing a household in which parents teach their children wisdom, then employ teachers outside the family to take them further into adult wisdom, evokes deliberative logics internal to early Christian wisdom rhetoreect. Picturing an emperor who has an intimate relationship with his son outside of time evokes epideictic reasoning about the sending of a special son to distribute the benefits of special divine resources to the loyal subjects of his empire internal to precreation rhetoreect. Picturing a priest at an altar evokes epideictic reasoning about the actions and results described and asserted in early Christian priestly rhetoreect.

After the attributes of the six major rhetoresects that emerged by 100 C.E. have been more fully explored and explained, the next challenge will be to explore the rhetoreects that participate in the movement of Christian discourse beyond its first-century rhetorical modes into the creedal rhetoreect that became central to it during the fourth century. By the fourth century C.E., fully developed creedal rhetoreect emerged that was based on the imperial political structures that convened church councils in particular cities in the Roman Empire. The beginnings of this seventh rhetoreect lie in those parts of New Testament literature characterized by Kennedy as “when a doctrine is purely proclaimed and not couched in enthymes.”

While the six basic first-century Christian rhetoreects had their beginnings prior to earliest Christianity, creedal rhetoreect had its decisive beginnings in the interfaces among Jewish, Christian, and Hellenistic-Roman discourse during the first and second centuries C.E. Lewis Ayres’ *Nicaea and Its Legacy* skillfully describes the dynamics that created the context for creedal rhetoreect to emerge as a major force within fourth-century Christian discourse. One of the major strengths of his account lies in its preservation of the multiplicities, tensions, counter-valences, and unresolved issues as pro-Nicene forces gained a stronghold over a large sector of the Christian church.

At the center of the Christian creedal rhetoreect that emerged during the fourth century stands the Nicene-Cosmopolitan creed. Within an overall frame that blends Christian wisdom and priestly rhetoreect, this creed features God as Father, Jesus as the only Son, the Holy Spirit as “worshipped and glorified like the Father and the Son,” and Mary as the mother of Jesus. In this context, the creed foregrounds precreation and apocalyptic rhetoreect rather than elaborating priestly imagery that would make Christ an atoning, substitutionary, or expiational sacrifice. In addition, the creed pushes prophetic and miracle rhetoreect almost entirely into the background. Philosophical debate reconfigures the “authority, power, and illumination” of prophetic rhetoreect into a reference to the Holy Spirit, “who spoke through the prophets.” In turn, it redirects the “amazement” of miracle rhetoreect into creedal conviction in the amazing story of “the one Lord Jesus Christ” who came down from heaven, was incarnate, became human, rose on the third day, ascended to heaven, sits on the right hand of the Father, and will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead. In other words, the overall Christographical story line becomes the miracle rhetoreect in the context of the creedal rhetoreect. The result was creedal rhetoreect that asserted that God was one power, nature, and activity; that there could be no degrees in divinity; that the divine persons were irreducible although all share in the divine being without any ontological hierarchy; that human beings would always fail to comprehend God and that one could only make progress towards knowledge and love of God through entering a discipline and practice that would reshape the imagination.
with Muslims, Buddhists, and Hindus, some scholars are calling for Christian theology to return to a more credal base of discourse. In turn, other scholars are calling for Christian theology to renew itself by discovering and reclaiming the inner dynamics of its multiple discourses in contexts of interaction with the discourses of other religions in the world. Perhaps an awareness of the rhetorics in New Testament discourse that leads to six major first-century Christian rhetorics can help to create more healthy and productive interaction not only among biblical interpreters but also among biblical interpreters and interpreters of sacred texts in other religious traditions.61
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